Winter 2018
Directed Reading Program Student Talks

Monday, March 12 5:00-8:00pm
McHenry 1270
University of California, Santa Cruz

"Gabriel’s Horn"
Aline Kieu (mentor: Steven Flynn)

"Applied Topology and Data"
Linyin Yang (mentor: Alvin Jin)

"Investment Science: Present Value and Cash Flow Streams"
Henry Lopez (mentor: Andrew Lee)

Break for dinner

"Fourier Series, Convergence, and the Gibbs Phenomenon"
Eddie Tian (mentor: Bob Hingtgen)

"Symmetry Groups of the Plane"
Emma Husby (mentor: Suzana Milea)

“Riemann Surfaces”
Sandra Nair (mentor: Gabe Martins)

Thanks all of the graduate student mentors for their work with undergraduates this quarter!